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About This Content

Today you are driving the world famous Flying Scotsman from the 1920s. You have a big day ahead of you so while you take in
the beauty of this train, try to keep to your passenger run also!

The passenger run takes you on a massive 125 mile drive down the ECML from Edinburgh through to Newcastle where you'll
finish your shift for the day. There are many passengers that can not wait to get on the Scotsman so be sure to make all your

stops so not to disappoint.

It is a breathtaking experience to drive the Flying Scotsman so enjoy the beauty of this great train as it rolls on through the East
Coast Main Line.

Your schedule today - Edinburgh to Newcastle, stopping at all stations:

Prestonpans
Longniddry

Drem
Dunbar
Berwick
Chathill

Alnmouth
Acklington
Widdington
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Pegswood
Morpeth

Cramlington
Heaton
Manors

Newcastle
This tribute session offers the 1920s Flying Scotsman and many 1900 - 1960 trains running throughout the ECML route. The

route itself is not from the 1920s era but is used to recreate the Flying Scotsman experience. Also note that the Flying Scotsman
locomotive is available to download on the Download Station for free.
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I've never been in to Simulator games, From the 90s on i've found them boring as heck! Living in the country surrounded by
farm land and from a recommendation from a friend I was enticed in to try this. It's critical you watch a few videos first to get a
understanding of what to do. I did that before buying this.

I've spend over 50 hours in this game. That's quite a lot for me these days. While on paper simulators and one about farming
sounds boring, I found this to be the most rewarding game in recent years for entertainment value.

If your a solo player like me and want to do one of the bigger maps. You really have to start modding the game so you can
harvest and replant a feild in an hours time .

I found it pretty educational as well. I always wondered why a farm around my way had a massive white tarp with hundreds of
tires on top of it. Figured it was used to dry grain. While driving past it last week I noticed the cover was off and saw dark hay
and realized it was Silege, something I didn't know prior to this game. I can also identify and understand all the farm equipment
that drives past my house.

While the game is simple in nature there is something very therapeutic about it and fun.

My only 2 complaints is the size of the equipment later on in the game when you make out well is too taxing with time to
manage as a solo player, it can be hard to find the right mode that balances this so it's not too strong and takes the fun of it.

My other complaint is some actions such as bailing hay, mowing grass, and hauling product does not have a autopilot feature.
Doesn't sound like a big deal and it's not starting out. But when your managing a lot of stuff all your time is invested in
performing those same exact actions manually and it's no longer enjoyable because your forced to spend all your time doing it.
If they added that I have no doubt I could pick it up again and keep going.

Recommend this game for sure, had a great time.. Here we go again - another $4 DLC that adds a single mission and a new
building.

The new building is the Wind Farm. A Modern Era building, the Wind Farm provides an alternate source of power. The Wind
Farm is fairly cheap, gains bonuses from coastal proximity and high ground, requires no workers and generates no pollution. It's
a thematic building, if you're into aesthetics.

The problem is that the Wind Farm doesn't really have a clear function in the game (i.e. it's a "useless" building). As a Modern
Era building, it's trumped by the Geothermal Plant that is also immediately unlocked in the Modern Era, and while the Wind
Farm is cheaper and easier to get up and running, the Geothermal Plant provides more power even without a volcano. If you're
coming from previous eras, you may also have substantial power from Coal or Nuclear Power Plants. The intent behind
providing an alternate power source is evident, but this is not the equivalent to T3\/4's wind turbine.

And really, this should already have been in the game.

The mission itself wasn't too bad. The mission isn't really based on pop culture, so it loses a bit of its Tropican charm, but it does
feature slapstick Penultimo humour. There is one overarching objective - build 40 wind farms - which means the usual sandbox
approach of building a strong economy and then building a big batch of wind farms. There are several alternate objective events
that distract you from the main objective, which adds some variety, but it's what you've come to expect from Tropico -
something happened, trigger this edict to pass. It's not as lazy and straightforward as the Surf's Up "build 8 Dolphinariums"
mission, but the monotony is getting old.

Part of the problem is that the missions aren't dynamic. This is a core problem with the game as a whole. It's less evident in
campaigns because there are numerous plot events that link island development with what you are doing. With the single
missions, the mission objective and events are simply too generic. It's really just sandbox with different pop-up messages.
You're meant to "catch" the messenger Toucan by building wind farms, but it's not something that is used in the mission itself
and only comes up at the end as a reminder as to why you were building wind farms in the first place.
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As usual, the DLC really comes down to paying for a building that is largely redundant, and nothing in the core game changes.
The mission isn't too bad compared to others, but it's what you've come to expect from Tropico 5 - which isn't necessarily a
good thing. It's a shame that the central game provides a good platform for frequent content releases - free and paid - but the
trickle of thin content that we pay for still results in a largely empty experience and menu. It's been nearly a year since Tropico 5
was released, and after 7 DLCs, all we've got is a handful of buildings that should already have been included and the only other
campaign was part of an overpriced expansion.

Take note: monthly single-player DLCs are perpetually disappointing. Monthly campaigns - that might work. I'll be more
inclined to spend more time playing the game over and over again if I didn't have to wait a month to pay another $4 for an hour
of sandbox objectives.

I'm sure many players feel the same way.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=khIbbS00lV8. A great novel and unexpected endings, I just love it. I enjoyed it. takes
about 30 mins to complete. my personal favorite is still Escape The Basment. but this is right behind it. as long as they add a few
more rooms i'd pay under $10 for it. My hats off to the devs. one thing i was a bit confused about was thhe flash light. At first i
thought there was a part missing to it. It looks like the bulb is missing. so i kept puttting batteries in it. when all i had to do was
push the button to turn it on. maybe make the end of the flashlight look shiny that the light comes out of?. Fun, simple, and
challenging little puzzle game, worth the money.. Very basic "get your ball to the finish" maze game. Good if you're not so good
at mazes, too easy otherwise.

Pros: simple, easy controls, good for a casual lost 5 minutes, inexpensive.
Cons: no replayability.

Overall recommended but only if mazes in general are challenging for you, otherwise give it a miss because of the low difficulty
factor.. The forced humour is lame and slow but must be waded through to progress, and the puzzles are tedious.
I was ready to quit within the first couple of hours of gameplay, but hoped it might improve, so stuck with it ... big mistake.
It was such a painful drudge, I just couldn't bring myself to continue far past the first "episode" or whatever they called it. I
really had no interest by then and just wanted it to go away.

The voice sound recordings are low quality and unpleasant to listen to, and during one conversation, a character's actor was
replaced with another - going from a soft spoken English woman, to a harsher American woman on the turn of a sentence!
Something along the lines of the original actor being unavailable for a script change, so "WTH let's just get another!" was the
attitude, with zero regard for continuity.
The real shame there is that the actual voice acting isn't too bad overall, just poorly scripted and directed. Every little interaction
is artificially extended to draw the gameplay out, but it soon wears thin. The characters are uninteresting, unengaging and I soon
found myself dreading the necessity to listen to more of their drivel.
I couldn't care less about the characters or their feeble stories and would like back the hours of my life I wasted on this rubbish.

The visual art is okay but there's hardly enough of it; the whole "world" is only a few small backdrops with a small assortment of
mostly red herring garbage to interact with and many of the interactions make little to no sense.
One good thing about the environment being shamefully limited, is that you're not subjected to the horrible character
navigation, over long distances.

There are, it inaccurately seems, two difficulties to play - "Normal" and "Cat". "Cat" is a cheap and poorly executed joke
offering no real gameplay value. There is one real difficulty and one childish and ineffective waste of code.

There were also occasional visual glitches that caused the game to flash unrelated imagery (seemed like a z-index layering
issue), and it crashed on boot up one time.

Unfortunately, due to my hoping that it might improve, I played too long to be granted a refund. It doesn't improve, it just drags
on getting less amusing and more tedious, leaving you with a sense of woe that such a pile of pixels made it into the world with a
price tag. Don't wait for a sale; at a fraction of the price, it wouldn't be worth it.

It's a bad product.
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This game is really really fun.
If you like to play with friends and if you are competitive player in lan or online you will like it(without any doubts).
It's a game where you will get the mechanics very easy and the variety of dynasties and characters will give you many hours of
fun.

If you are wondering if you should invest money in this game, my answer is YES. A VERY BIG YES!

See you in RANKED games dude! ;). Love it <3. nice vampire\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. fun fun fun.....
challenging enough, and takes some time to finish (no shortcuts)... maybe not so much as the time it took me ...... but some time.
you will get your money's worth, I would say.
23h and 190 game days.

The game is fun and has a good difficulty. The graphics serve their purpose, the audio is just fine, etc etc ;)
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For English speakers:
I didn't finished it so far so this review is based on my experiece of part of the game. I won't judge the story at this stage.
Pros:
1. The localization is really well done. It even gives u a false feeling that this game was developed by English speakers.
2. Unique and amazing style to present the dialoge. It's like reading a fasnating interactive Comic Book.
3. The art style is AMAZING. U got a lot of CGs. U have totally different painting for different face, not just swapping texture
of eyes or mouth. It also fits game's wild west theme perfectly.
4. The PRICE, but not the quality, is CHEAP. Only 7.64$ after 15off. It would literally cost u only about 6$ because it comes
with Cards. Compared to those developers and publishers which keeps spamming money grabbing titles,  No, I'm not talking
about SAKURA series this one definitely worth it's price tag.

Cons:
The map. Yes, it's the map. Mountain range should never be drawn in that way if there's a lake near it. It looks like the lake is
floating over the mountain range. It's a tiny flaw and affects nothing I guess, if u dont have OCD but it's really easy to fix.

It's not voice acted. What's a pity.

OVERALL: 9.773\/10
It's a great game with great price. Give it a try and it won't fail u.. Frog Climbers is an excellent party game, a ton of fun with a
group of friends (even those who don't usually play games).

Several friends and I recently played using a combo of PS4 and wired XBOX controllers connected to my steam link and
everyone had a great time.
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After "Mount Your Friends" was a huge success with my group of friends (especially while drinking) I stumbled upon this game
and thought it might result in similar fun. Just over half of our group preferred this game. This is frantic and hilarious action, the
random map generation set by difficulty level is very well done and along with the gameplay modifiers makes for excellent
replayability.. get the first one not this one. Occasionally, you stumble across something special.

 Beautiful stylised art.

 Walking Simulator, except good.

 Exceptional voice acting. Very believable characters.

 Expertly written. A good mystery keeps you guessing.

 A realistic imagining on what it's like to be a fire lookout. Seeing the world through another's eyes is at the heart of
what storytelling is.
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